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ABSTRACT: Surveyors make measuremen〔S and process those dataしO COmPute POSitions. Plane surveying

uses two-dimensional (2D) coordinates based on assし1mPtions ofa flaしearlh. Plats, maPS, and land boundaIy

descriptions are prepared consisしent with those assしImPしions and many “local practice,, clients are we11-Served・

With these descriplions, the dient is weH served, and, OVer山e years’many “local practice,, businesses have

funclioned successfu11y. But’aS teChnoIog)′ advances and as the scope of a prqject or service area gets larger,

those flat earth assumptions become limiting, and plane surveyors are exposed to new challenges. Modem

measurement systems, eVOIved during the digiしal revolution’nOW rOutinely collect 3D digital geospadal data.

Similarly’COmPutadonal processes now used in data reduction go we11 beyond the flat earth assumptions, and

models for processing 3D digiしal geospatial data have evoIved from flat earth models to various eIlipsoidal

models to a plethora ofmap prqiections to 3D modelsしhal support computations in 3D space worldwide, for

example・ lhe global spaしiaI data model. This ardde indudes a comparison ofthree models used to deしemine a

3D geode庇position based on a simple total-Station side shol fi-Om a known s〔ation. The three methods are

geode。c compし11aし10n Onしhe ellipsoid, Staしe plane computation on a mapping gI-id’and geocentric compu-

しadon in 3D space.

KEYWORDS: Spadal data, COmPutational models・ geOmetric geodesy, maP PrqleCtions, 3D positioning

Intro duction

Las Cruces’New Mexico. Used extensively by

NMSU surveying engmeering students, Station

Rei11y was established as part of the New Mexico

high-aCCuraCy reference network (HARN) , and

its position was published by the National Geo-

detic Survey (NGS) on the North American Datum

Of 1983 (1992)-NAD 83 (1992)・ Aithough no

賞onger referred to as an HAEN station, NGS has

Subsequently published the position of Reilly on

NAD 83 (2007) and NAD 83 (2011). As a leam-

ing exercise, Students occupied Rei=y with a

total-Station surveymg mStrument’backsighted

a known azimuth mark, tumed the horizontal

angle’and observed the sIope distance to the

target (a retro-reflector placed on the desk of

the NMSU Associate Dean of Engineering). The

height ofthe instrument (HI) , height ofthe target

(HT), and zenith direction (Z) to the target were

also observed, This article uses those data in

three different models (geodetic, State Plane,

and geocentric) to compute an unmonumented

Ea「I F. BurkhoIder, GlobaI COGO, lnc,, P.0. Box 3162,しas Cruces,

NM 88003. E-maik <eburk@giobalcogo,COm> ,

3D geodetic position on the associate dean’s desk.

It appears that, With no Ioss of integrity, the geo-

Centric model has advantages of simplicity not

Shared by the other two models.

Models and O巾ective

Models provide a conceptual comection between

the abstract and human experience. Some

models-for example, the flat earth model-are

Simple and easy to use’but spatial data models

become more complex as needed to preserve the

integrity of survey measurements and to account

for geome正cal relationships that extend beyond

a locaI perspective. A general statement is that

the “best’’model is the simplest one that does not

SaCrifice geometrica=ntegrity. Therefore, Selec-
tion of the most appropriate spatial data model

for a given application often invoIves a balance

between simplicity and integrity. The o匂ective of

this artide is to compare the ease ofuse and the

COmPlexity of the three computational proce-

dures (models) that provide essentially identical

answers for a geodetic position on the top of the

NMSU Engineering Associate Dean’s desk‥

. Traditional geodetic computations on the

ellipsoid・

. New Mexico central zone state plane coordinates.

● Geocentric XIZvalues computed in 3D space.
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Background, ControI Values,

and Measurements (Common

to A11 Three Models)

The o綿ce of the Associate Dean of Engineering

at NMSU is on the ground floor of Goddard

Hall on the NMSU campus. Station Reilly is a

ground-level brass tablet set in the top/middle
Of a massive concrete vault in an open area next

to Goddard Hall. The 2015 NGS data sheet lists

the geodedc latitude and longitude posidon, State

Plane values, and geocentric earth-Centered earth-

fixed (ECEF) coordinates for station Reilly. An

approximate geoid height at Reilly is also listed

On the data sheet" For this comparison, the North

American Vertical Datum 1988 (NAVD 88) ele-

Vation for station Reilly was determined from

local first-Order benchmarks using Global Posi-

tioning System and geoid modeling (see http://

WW"globalcogo.com/ReilElev.pdf) and a finial

On Skeen Hall about 240 m westerly of station

Remy was sighted for azimuth orientation・ The

azimuth to the finial was computed from four

sets of Wild T-2 Pola.ris observa,tions in 2001. A

Laplace correction obtained using the NGS pro-

gram “Deflect99’’was used to compute a geodetic

azimuth from the observed astronomic azimuth.

The following NAD 83 (201 1) values were taken

from the NGS data sheet:

Equations and Computations

Geodery Co7碑utatiom o扉he Ell吻∫Oid

Equations for forward (also called “direct’’) geo-

detic computations on the ellipsoid are given

in sources such as the works ofVincenty (1975,

1980) and Jank and KiviQja (1980)" The equa-

tions used here are for one element of a geo-

detic line as described by Burkholder (2008) and

based on the numerical integration method used

byJank and Kiviqja (1980) who daim that m皿-

meter accuracy of a computed position is main-

tained half way around the world when the

individua.1 1ine element used in the numerical

integration is 200 m or less. Longer elements can

be used on shorter lines while maintaining the

Same millimeter accuracy. Burkholder (2008) also

describes a test for checking and assuring the

accuracy of a geodetic forward computation.

p初二pR殉十△p

有新二末期か十△み

H初= H鋤妙十△H

See step-by-SteP
(la)

請え詣1語義詰(lb)
(1c)

△昨晋spr

StationRe川y �Geodetic �StatePIane �Geocentric 

p=32u16’55,93001’’N �亡二452.506.490m �X=-1,556,177.595m 

九二106045115.16035IIW �N=142,268.771m �Y=-5,169,235.284m 

=253。14144.83965IIE ��Z=3,387,551.720m 

E=ipsoidheight(h) �1,166.543m 

GeoidheightW〉(Geoid12B) �-23.94m 

Gridscalefacto「 �0.99992781 

Convergence �-0016IO9.5II 

Other values used in the computations indude

the following:

GR§80e帖psoidparameters:a=6.378.137.000mande2=0.006694380023 

Secondsperradian(SPr)=206,264.806247 

NAVD88elevationofRei ��yH=1,190.497m 

GeodeticazimuthfromRe ��lIytofiniaionSkeenHa=(c(BS〉=272Oll′09’’ 

Measurements 

刷ectronicdistancemeasurementsiopedistance(COrreCtedfortemperaturegprismoff-Set)=78.452m 

AngIerightfrom師aitorefiectorondesk(meanoffoursetsdi「ecVreverse)=269。23′08′′ 

Zenithdjrectiontocenterofreflector(meanoftwosetsdi「ecVreverse〉=090O54′08′′ 

He �ghtoflns血mentatPeiIly=1.682m 

日e �ghtofTa「getondesk=0.366m 
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△作詩spr

△H=HI+SDcosZ-HT

十(curvature and refraction)

(3)霊蕊窪蒜霊宝霊蕊霊5

(4)　　　pdesk二32016’55・93001’’- 2・545141′

= 32016’53.38487’l N

s=SDxslnZx喜　(5)

αG。。 = αBS + angle right　　　(6)

where αGeo is geodetic azimuth’Z zenith direc-

tion to target (mean of two D/R sets), S ellipsoidal

distance, SD sIope distance, Z±n Gaussian mean

radius, h = ellipsoid height at station Reilly.

Radius of curvature in the meridian (M)

M
a(l-e2)

(l-e2sin2pl・5)

Radius of chrvature in the prime vertical (N)
a

N

Jl-e2sin2p

(7)

(8)

勧二へ/両市　　　　(9)

Computations (use latitude and east longitude

at station Reilly) :

6, 378, 137.00(l - 0・006694380023)
‾ [l - 0.006694380023× Sln2(32016’55.9300l’’)1

= 6,鎖3,629.826 m

6, 378, 137.000

1 - 0.006694380023 × sin2(32O16’55.93001’’)

=6,384,235.53l m

Rm= 6, 353, 629.826×6, 384, 2鐙・532

= 6,368,914.294 m

h = 1, 166.543m (from NGS data sheet)

S二78.452× sin(90054’08’’) ×

二78.428m

6, 368, 914.294

6, 370, 080.837

αGeo =272Oll′09′′十269O23′08′′一360O = 181O34’17’’

78.428 cos(18lO34′ 17’’)

6, 353, 629.826
× spr二葛2・54514’l

78.428 sin(18lO34’1711)

6, 384, 235.う3l cos(32016’55・930011′)

× spr(East △入)二-0.08219’’

△H = 1.682十78.452cos(90054’08’’) - 0・366

=0.08lm

柾。Sk = 253014’44.83965’’- 0.08219’’

= 253014’44.75746’′ E

= 106045’15.24254’’w

」も.sk = 1,190.497m+0.081m = 1,190.578m

S/a/e Plane Cooγdinate Co77吻utatio7as:

N財Cmiγal Zone

State plane coordinates are computed for the top

of the desk and geodetic positions are computed

from the state plane values. Authough the equa-

tions are not listed herein, the geodetic latitude

and lon嚢tude are computed from state plane coor-

dinates using the algorithm given by Stem (1989).

Elevation on the desk is computed the same way

as that done in the geodedc method・ Computa-

tion of state plane coordinates is as follows:

pdesk = COmPuted from NM central zone
state plane coordinates　　　　　(10a)

柾。Sk = COmPuted from NM central zone

state plane coordinates　　　　　(10b)

Aesk =ER。ill,+HDGrid X sin(AzGrld) (11)

Ndesk =様。Illy + HDGnd X COS(AzGrid) (12)

where:

HDG「,d = SD x sin(Z) × combined fねor (13)

combined factor = grid scale finor

X elevation factor (14)

elevation如or=喜(15)

AzGrid =AzG.1d.。BS+angleright　(16)

AzGridtoBS = αGeotoBS - COnVergenCe at Reilly

(17)

Computations:

AzG.・idt。BS = 272OH’09’’- (-00016’09.’’5)

= 272027’19’’

AzG.,d,。desk = 272O27’19’’+ 269O23’08’’- 360O

二18l050’27′’
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Combined factor = 0.99992781
6,368,914

= 0.999744695

HDGr,d = 78.452 sin(90054’08’’)0.999744695

二78.422 m

Eastingdesk = 452, 506・490 m

十78・422sin(1810 50′26.’′6)

二452,503.97l m

Northingdesk = 142’268・77l m

十78・422cos (18l0 50’26.’’6)

二142,190.389 m

Hdesk = 1, 190.497 m + 0.081 m (same as before)

二l,190.578 m

Geodedc latitude and longitude for the NM cen-

tral zone NAD 83 state plane coordinates give:

しatitudeondean'sdesk �32。16I53,II38488N 

Longitudeondeanlsdesk �106045I15.II24253W 

EIevationondeanisdesk �1,190.578m 

Geo(Xmlγ5c Eα許’XYZ Cooγdinate5

Equations for computing ECEF geocentric coor-

dinates are found in Chapter l of the book by

Burkholder (2008), Which describes the global

SPatial data model (GSDM). The equations and

PrOCedures can also be found in other geodesy

texts. When using the GSDM for geodetic com-

Putations, the computations are perfomed in
3D space to obtain the geocentric XYZ coordi-

nate values. For purposes ofcomparison with the

Other two methods’the geocentric XYZ coordi-

nates need to be converted to geodetic latitude,

longitude, and ellipsoid height" Geoid heights are

required to determine orthometric heights (eleva-

tion) from ellipsoid heights. The NGS program,

Geoid12B, WaS uSed to compute geoid heights,

and those geoid heights were used to compute

the NAVD 88 elevation on the desk.

pdesk = COmPuted from X】Z geocentric

ECEF coordinate values　　　　　( 1 8a)

?しdesk = COmPuted from X】Z geocentric

ECEF coordinate values　　　　　(18b)

1亙。Sk = Hk。illy十△H (Different than Equation 3)

(18c)

Xdesk = XReilly十△X

沈。Sk =漁。川y十△Y

Zd。Sk = ZRe,11y + △Z　　　(21)

△X = -△esin^ - △nsin(PCOSl,十△ucospcos¥,

(22)

△Y = △ecos^ -△nsinpsin)し十△ucospsinl′

(23)

△Z = △ncosp十△usinp　　(24)

Note: Equations (22) to (24) use north latitude

and east longitude at station Reilly.

△e = SDsin ZsinαG.。　　(25)

△n = SDsin ZcosαG。。　　(26)

△u= SDcosZ+HI-HT　　(27)

Computations:

αG。。二2720 11’09’’十269023’08’’「 360。

二181034’17’’

△e = 78.452sin(90O54’08) sin(18lO34’17’’)

二-2.151 m

△n = 78・452sin(90O54108) cos(18lO34’17’’)

= -78.413 m

△u二78・452cos(90054’08’′)十l・682 - 0.366

=0.08l m

△X =葛(-2・151) sin(253。14’44・’’83965) - (-78.413)

Sin (32O16′55:’93001) cos(253O14’44.’′83965) + 0.081

COS (32o 1 6Iう5・’’93001) cos(253。 14′44.’’83965)

= -14.152 m

△Y = (-2.151)cos(253014′44・’’83965) - (-78.413)

Sin(32O16’55.’’93001) sin(253014’44.’’83965) + 0.081

COS(32O 16’55.’‘93001) sin (253O14’44.’’83965)

= -39.547　m

△Zこ葛78・413cos(32O16’55.’’93001)

十0.08l sin(32O16’55.’’93001) = -66.249 m

Xd.sk = -1,556,177・595 m+ (-14"152 m)

= -l,556,19l.747 m

堆。Sk = -5,169,235・284 m十(-39.547 m)

二〇5,169,274.831 m

Zd.sk = 3,387,551・720 m+ (-66・249 m)

= 3,387,485.471 m

These geocentric XYZ values need to be con-

Verted to latitude, 1ongitude’and ellipsoid height

(and to elevation) for a comparison to be made.

The longitude computation is very straight for-

Ward but the latitude and e11ipsoid height com-

Pし1tations are more cha11enging. Techniques such

as one ofthose described by Meyer (2010) can be

S防ひeyまng 。nd Land hゾvmalion Sdeme



used with excellent results. But, the iteration

method used here provides fully rigorous results

with fewer mathematical gymnastics・

Since the geocentric X and yvalues are both

negative, the east longitude lies in the third quad-

rant of the equator and is computed (with due

regard to radian units) as

入= 180O +atan圏
=Eastlongitude (28)

Longitude = 1800 + atan
一5, 169, 274.83l

= 253O14‘44.’175745 E

= 106。45’15.’’24255W

Closed form equations for computing geocen-

tric XYZ coordinates from latitude, 1ongitude, and

ellipsoid height are called a BKl transfomation

by Burkholder (2008) and given as

X = (N+ h)cos(PCOS)・　　(29)

Y = (N+ h) cos(PSin7l・　　(30)

Z= [N(1 -e2)十h]sinq)　(31)

A mathematical inversion of Equations (35) to

(37) can be used to compute the latitude and

ellipsoid height from the XYZ coordinates. That

inversion is also dosed form but must be so賞ved

using iteration. SoIving those inverted equations is

referred to as a BK2 transformation and given in

Chapter 6 0f Burkholder (2008)

P二、梧, an intermediatevalue (32)

po = arC tan 号,’●士
for subsequent use

八も

√二言示

肝arC tan酢十

言一seed” value

(33)

needed in next step (34)

e2持_1 Sin (pi_1

SeCOnd and subsequent values (35)

持
Jl - e25in2p5

second and

subsequent values　　　　　(36)

Once the solution for latitude has converged suf

ficiently, the ellipsoid height is computed using

the latest values of(P and N

h二-〇二一N　　(37)
COSp

Using a spreadsheet’the computation of the lati-

tude for the top of the dean’s desk is shown in

Table l.

The latitude is computed by converting radians

to degrees-minutes-SeCOnds using the conversion

SPr = 206,264.806247096 sec/rad・

p = 0.563418389267(206,264,806247)
こ116,213.I′384899 = 32016′53.′′38490

Twelve decimal places oflatitude or lon鏡tude in

radians translate to six decimal places of seconds

When expressed as degrees, minutes, and seconds.

More decimal places are included in the latitude

tabulation that can be justified. This is done to

Show where di節erences begin to occur. It is safer

〔o uSe mOre iterations than needed to stop the

iteration prematurely. Good judgment is essen-

tial in reporting and interpreting results. In this

CaSe, the comparison between models is made at

five decimal places of seconds for latitude and

longitude (0.’’00001 = 0.0003 m) but, because of

Original observations being limited to the mi11i-

meter, the computed position can only bejusti-

fied at five decimal places of seconds.

To compute the elevation (orthometric height)

Ofthe top ofthe dean’s desk, the ellipsoid height

must be converted to elevation. Milbert (1991)

StateS that modeled geoid height differences are

more accurate than a modeled geoid height at a

Single point. Therefore, twO altemates are included

for computing the NAVD 88 elevation of the top

of the desk:

1. Apply the modeled geoid height at the desk

as obtained from the NGS Geoid12B model.

iteration �しatitude(radian) �D附erence(radian) �NormaI(meter) �D嗣el.enCe(meter) 

0 �0.563418945242 �ー �6,384,570.81481 �ー 

1 �0.563418550755 �-0.000000394487 �6,384,235.29594 �-335.51888 

2 �0.563418390041 �-0.000000160715 �6,384′235.29283 �-0.00311 

3 �0.563418389270 �-0.000000000770 �6,384,235.29281 �-0.00002 

4 �0.563418389267 �-0.000000000004 �6,384,235.29281 �0.00000 

Table l. Computation of latitude for top of the dean’s desk.



Value �Geodetic �StatePlane �3DGeocentric 

しatitude �32016I53.II38487N �32016I53.II38488N �32016′53.I138490N 

Longitude EIevation(meter) �106。45I15,II24254W �106045I15.′′24253W �106。45I15.II24255W 

1,190.578 �1,190.578 �1,190.568〈alternativel) 
1,190.579〈aitemative2) 

Tabie 2, A comparison of geodetic positio=S and eIevations obtai=ed for top of the deanls desk.

This method relies on the absolute value of

modeled geoid height.

Hhesk = haesk -geOidheightd。Sk　(38)

2. Detemine the geoid height at both station

Rei11y and on the desk using the NGS Geoid12B

model. The diff訂ence in geoid height com-

bined with the difference in ellipsoid height

should provide a stronger solution than using

only a single modeled geoid height"

敬二堤‖y十(hdesk - hRc)11y)

- (geoid height(l.sk - geOid heightRe用,)

(39)

Using NGS interactive software, Geoid12B com-

putations of geoid heights at station Reilly and
on the dean’s desk are as fo1lows:

Geoid height at station Re坤y
ー23.943 m

Geoid height on dean’s desk
-23,944 m

Elevation on dean,s desk using the altemative l:

Hdesk=1,166.624m一(-23・944 m)二1,190.568 m

Elevation on dean,s desk using altemative 2:

互l。Sk二l,190.497m十(l,166・624m-l,166・543m)

-(葛23.944m-(-)23・943m)=l,190.579m

Sunmary of Res山ts

A comparison of geodetic position and elevation

of the top of the dean,s desk for all the three

methods is shown in Table 2.

Conclusions and Comments

l. A11 three methods戸elded latitude/longitude

values within O.00003 sec ofarc, that is, agree-

ment within about O,00l m, COnSistent with

the quality of the observations.

2. Elevations derived from血e geodetic and state

Plane methods are identical. There are two

geocentric solution elevations. The first alter

native uses the modeled absolute geoid model

value for the top of the desk’and the result

agrees with other methods within O"01l m.

The second altemative uses ellipsoid height

di節erence along with modeled geoid height

difference, and the result agrees with the first

two methods within l mm. This illustrates the

importance of using geoid modeled differ-

ences (relative) as opposed to using absolute

geoid heights.

3. The geodetic model uses di節erential geometry

equations on the e11ipsoid・ AIthough those

geodesy equations are straight forward, they

can be intimidating to persons not falniliar

with the same. But, all data and equations are

listed herein.

4. Except maybe for needing to use grid azi-

muth and grid distance, Equations (11) and

(12) in the state plane model are quite finiliar

to plane surveyors. Equations (13) to (17) deal

with concepts of grid scale factors, eleva-

tion factors, COmbined factors, and conver-

gence. Authough not needed or used in the

3D model, they are required when using the

State Plane modeL

5. The process of computing latitude and longl-

tude from state plane coordinates is rather

complicated, and the equations are not listed・

However, those computations have become

mgrained in modem pracdce, and sof[ware is

readily available for making those conversions.

Stem’s (1989) work is an excellent source for

equations and algorithms for NAD 83 state

Plane coordinate conversions.

6・ The geocentric computations ar`e Perfomed

in 3D space using rules of solid geometry. The

equations for geocentric computations are

readily availal,1e in Burkholder (2008) and

other sources. Addidonal on-1ine resources

are available as follows:

SuγZ’りmg and Land hかv肋aiion Science
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WWW.globaIcogo.com/GMOO8"Pdf �Givesequationsfor(P休偽toX椎(BKl) 

WWW.globalcogo.com/GMOO9.pdf �GivesequationsforXAVZto(P^,〃(BK2) 

WWW.globalcogo.com/GMOlO.pdf �Diagrams冊st「atingBKlaBK2computation 

WWW,globaicogo.com/DD-BK2.xisx �Exce問efordean-sdeskBK2computation 

WWW.globalcogo.com/DD-BK2.pdf �PDFfiiefordean-sdeskBK2computation 

7. The BK2 computation is the most di珊-

cult part of the GSDM geometrical computa-

tions. The BKl transformations from latitude/

longitude/height to geocentric X/Y/Z coor-

dinates are falrly straight forward but the

reverse process (BK2) inverts those equations.

The solution is also dosed form, but these

equations must be iterated for a solution.

Iteration is used in the above spreadsheet珊e

for BK2 computations.

8. Other altematives to the iteration proce-

dure used in the BK2 spreadsheet indude

the following:

・ Vincenty (1980) devised a noniterative algo-

rithm as used in the following link‥ W

.globalcogo.com/GMOO9"Pdf Comparisons

have been made usmg these equations with

excellent results, eVen Out tO Satellite heights.

・ Equations (28) to (35) given by Meyer

(2010) can be used for a reliable nonitera-

tive computational altemative.

9. The author concludes that the　3D GSDM

Can be used to perform most 3D spatial data

COmPutations in 3D space with greater ease

and e飾ciency than performing similar com-

Putations on the ellipsoid or using a map

PrQjection such as state plane or Universal
Transverse Mercator coordinates. Fur〔hermore,

the GSDM preserves geometrical integrity in

SPadal data computations.
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